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P. GILLE,P. RUDOLPH
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On a Possibility of Avoiding Axial Segregation
in Growing Pseudobinary Alloys from a Liquid Zone

There is considerable interest in macroscopically homogeneous crystals in a great
variety of pseudobinary systems A1 -,B,C (e.g. Hgl -,Cd,Te ; Pbl -%Sn,Te). Crystal
growth methods from a liquid zone, i.e., zone melting and similar techniques (e.g.
travelling heater method - THM), are known to provide with crystalline ingots being
fairly uniform in composition, except for the initial part of the crystal. For a binary
system the solute distribution is described by the well-known zone melting function

(PFANN)
:l)

Besides a complete mixing of the melt and other prerequisites a homogeneous composition xo of the source material is demanded which is identical with the zone composition a t the very beginning xL(0) = xo. Just this original concentration is the cause
of the initial part, of the distribution function providing a n inhomogeneous first-togrow region until reaching steady-state conditions (xL = x o / k l )within the liquid zone.
CRONANmentioned the possibility of avoiding the initial course in a
DIBENEDETTO,
zone crystallization distribution by selecting the suitable zone composition b y means
of trial and error. Nevertheless, most workers dealing with problenis of THM crystal
growth of solid alloys use a pure solvent zone a t the very beginning of the growth run
to dissolve solid material a t the interfaces. (e.g. WOLFFet al.; TRIBOULET,
DIDIER;
KOBAYASHI,
TAKAGI).
It is the intention of this note to give the expression for an appropriate zone composition that avoids the initial course of the distribution function, which usually
takes a considerable portion of the grown crystal.
I n principle, it is possible to start with a separately prepared zone material of just
the steady-state coniposition xL(0) = xo/kl. This idea seems to become even more
important if a method is used, which (i) necessitates in any case a separately prepared
zone material, and (ii) provides crystals being not much longer than some few zone
lengths (LIZ
lo), i.e., which not much exceed the initial part of PFANN’Szone
melting distribution. The travelling heater method must be considered such a technique.
Besides the mentioned distribution coefficient k, = xs/xL in the pseudobinary
system describing the A/B ratio of the alloy, another coefficient k, = ys/yL = 1/2yL
a t the section x = constant within the ternary system becomes interesting. It is
responsible for the THM principle (as well as for solution growth, in general) and
describes the solubility with respect to an either (A, B) or C excess in the liquid zone
l)

F o r the purpose of this s t u d y compositions are described i n terms of.niole fractions.
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Fig. 1. Isothermal section through a ternary phase diagram involving t h o pseudobinary
A - z B , ~ Csolid solution. Dabhed liiirs mark the equilibria between a solid alloy with an (*4,
13)rich or C-rich liquid phase

(see Fig. I). Since ys = 0.5 is fixed in the pseudobinary alloy AI-,B,C, k , is not
regarded for the aim of this discussion. Deviations from the stoichionietry niay be
neglected. Nevertheless, the solving process, i.e., the equilibrium temperature will
usually change the value of k , with respect to that in the pseudobinary system.
Generally, the additional degree of freedoin in solution growth allows the independent
choice of x,(O) without restricting the solving process.
Already YFANN described the method of doping a n ingot during zone melting by
only putting the dopant into the original zone, i.e., by allowing the initial zone
composition ~ ~ (t o0differ
)
from that of the source material. I n such a way the distribution function (1) changes to :

Since THM in any case needs a separately prepared zone material it should be tried
to reach such an A/B ratio that after dissolving the feed and seed, respectively, a n
original liquid zone coniposition xL(0) = xo/k, will be obtained. It necessitates the
exact knowledge of the distribution coefficient k , and the solubility yL a t the tcniperatures used. Starting with the steady-state composition equation ( 2 ) runs to :

xs(z) = x, = constant,
(3)
thus providing a homogeneously axial distribution of the growing crystal from the
very beginning, except for the last freezed zone length like in each zone crystallization. The coniparison between the usual zone melting distribution and that rcsulting from an appropriate choice of the original zone composition in THM is to be
seen from Figure 2. The macroscopically homogeneous feed which is necessary for
maintaining steady-state conditions is to be achieved by either quenching a liquid
alloy of a corresponding composition or sintering powdered solid mixtures which
depends on the system under consideration.
Since there is no restriction with respect to either (A, B)-rich or C-rich solutions the
possibility to grow homogeneous solid alloys by the travelling heater method de-
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scribed in this note may be used in all THM experinients from a native solvent known
in the literature of a great variety of systems.
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Fig. 2 . Segregation in the pseudobinary solid solution Aii-zB.& grown from a liquid zone
xrith re(I) and from a liqnid zono with an original composition z o / k , (11). zo = 0,2, I;, = 0.4

Symbols
and q inole fraction RC of the liquid and solid, respectively, in the pseudobinary A4C-BC
systeln
mole fraction C in the ternary liquid solution
?IL
9
freezed length of the growing ingot
length of the liquid zone, assumed to be constant
1
L
total length of the ingot,
distribution coefficient k, = z ~ / / L L ,describing the A/B ratio
J%
distribution coefficient k, = 1/2y,, describing the (A, H)/C ratio
k2
mole fraction of the original ingot (source)
ah
mole fraction with respect to the A/R ratio of the liquid zone at the very hezL(0)
ginning.
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